Abstract-The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Space Science Mission Operations (SSMO) project currently manages 19 missions for the NASA Science Mission Directorate, within the Planetary, Astrophysics, and Heliophysics Divisions. The mission lifespans range from just a few months to more than 20 years. The WIND spacecraft, the oldest SSMO mission, was launched in 1994. SSMO spacecraft reside in low earth, geosynchronous, highly elliptical, libration point, lunar, heliocentric, and Martian orbits. SSMO spacecraft range in size from 125 kg (Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM)) to over 4000 kg (Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope (Fermi)). The attitude modes include both spin and three-axis stabilized, with varying requirements on pointing accuracy. The spacecraft are operated from control centers at Goddard and off-site control centers; the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) and Magnetospheric MultiScale (MMS) mission were built at Goddard. The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) and Wind are operated out of a multi-mission operations center, which will also host several SSMO-managed cubesats in 2017. This paper focuses on the systems engineering challenges for such a large and varied fleet of spacecraft.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), named for rocket pioneer Dr. Robert H. Goddard, was established on May 1, 1959. GSFC builds spacecraft and instruments, and develops new technology to study earth, the sun, the solar system, and the universe. The prime focus areas are earth science, astrophysics, heliophysics, planetary science, space communications and navigation, and suborbital platforms and ranging services [1] . The Space Science Mission Operations (SSMO) project manages astrophysics, heliophysics, and planetary science missions for the NASA Science Mission Directorate. RHESSI  2002  2  LEO  SDO  2010  5  GEO  SOHO  1995  3  L1  STEREO  2006  2  Helio  Swift  2004  2  LEO  THEMIS  2007  2  HEO  TIMED  2001  2  LEO  WIND  1994  3  L1  Van Allen  Probes  2012 2 HEO This paper focuses on the system engineering challenges for such a large and varied fleet of spacecraft. Attitude control, propulsion, and power subsystems will be discussed. LRO, MMS, IRIS, Fermi and IBEX all have had star tracker resets, due to radiation hits, poor star fields, occultation, and increasing hot spots. SDO, STEREO, and Solar and Heliophysics Observatory (SOHO) have had gyro issues such as elevated currents and failures, which ultimately led to the loss of STEREO B and a "Mission Interruption" for SOHO [2] . Some of the older spacecraft have battery management and solar array issues. Both LRO and Fermi face reaction wheel degradation concerns. ACE faced concerns about the amount of fuel remaining when maneuvers started to underperform at the same time as tank temperature readings began to increase. In addition to the effort required to maintain the orbits of these spacecraft, close approaches with space debris and impact with micrometeoroids also present challenges. MMS includes four identical formation flying spacecraft in highly elliptical orbits and has likely been impacted by an unidentified object.
In addition to investigations of anomalies, improvements in mission operations are an ongoing effort. A tool is in development for LRO that accurately predicts angular momentum buildup in order to lengthen the time between momentum unloads and thereby maximize science return. Gyro-less operation modes are in development for both LRO and SDO. Improved tools have been created for monitoring trends in reaction wheel drag torque, star tracker residuals, and gyro biases. Supporting such a wide variety of missions brings numerous challenges but also numerous rewards in witnessing the scientific discoveries that have resulted.
SUBSYSTEM ANOMALY OVERVIEW
The SSMO missions have experienced a wide range of anomalies both inflight and in the supporting ground systems.
The focus here will be on select inflight anomalies classified by spacecraft subsystem.
Attitude Control
Gyros-Both STEREO and SOHO have experienced gyro failures. The SOHO gyros failed after recovery from the 1998 inflight mishap [2] . SOHO, a joint ESA/NASA observatory, has been on orbit for 21 years. SOHO studies the internal structure of the sun, producing images critical to space weather monitoring and prediction. The gyros were only required for safe mode and momentum management, not the science mode. Operations have continued through gyroless momentum management, so attitude control can continue with reaction wheels rather than thrusters, saving fuel and resulting in an additional 18 years of solar science. IRIS, also a heliophysics mission launched in 2013, observes how solar material moves, gathers energy, and heats up as it travels through the sun's lower atmosphere. IRIS aborted a roll maneuver in October 2015 and entered its safe coarse control mode after both star tracker heads were unable to produce a valid attitude. Previous anomalies occurred in 2013 and 2015, all related to prolonged star tracker outages. The errors were traced to three factors. First, the ACS does not correctly account for the star tracker time tag, so when the spacecraft is rolling for science observations there is a delay in the attitude solution used by the ACS. Second, the outages occurred during meager star fields, further degrading the attitude solution. Finally, the star tracker CCD experienced a medium to high dose of radiation during the end of the solar cycle. The star tracker is now operating in a high rate mode, which improves the time tag issue associated with the centroiding of the estimate. IRIS has returned to its rolling mode for science observations. The star tracker performance is degraded but is within the IRIS pointing specifications.
The Fermi Gamma Ray Telescope, launched in 2008, observes the cosmos using the highest-energy form of light. Mapping the entire sky every three hours, Fermi provides an important window into the most extreme phenomena of the universe, from gamma-ray bursts and black-hole jets to pulsars, supernova remnants and the origin of cosmic rays. In September 2016 with data from Fermi and other facilities, an international team of scientists found the first gamma-ray binary in another galaxy and the most luminous one ever seen. The dual-star system, dubbed LMC P3, contains a massive star and a crushed stellar core that interact to produce a cyclic flood of gamma rays.
[15] In 2012 Fermi experienced invalid solutions from the two operational star trackers for extended periods of time due to increased hot spots. CCD image dumps revealed a cluster of warm pixels as well as other warm pixels on the CCD. The cluster of warm pixels would cause the tracker to lose lock on stars in the FOV, resulting in an invalid attitude solution. Both star tracker thermal electric cooler set points were lowered from 0 deg C to -10 deg C which reduced the warm pixel locations. Fermi now downloads CCD images quarterly to monitor for warm pixels.
The MMS mission, launched in 2015, comprises four identical spinning spacecraft flying in highly elliptical orbits. The spacecraft form a tetrahedron at apogee, sampling the boundary of the magnetopause and the plasma processes in an attempt to gain understanding of the process of magnetic reconnection. MMS has achieved several significant milestones. First, the MMS Navigator, responsible for the onboard orbit estimation, set a record for the highest-ever reception of signals and onboard navigation solutions by an operational GPS receiver in space. At perigee, Navigator set a record as the fastest operational GPS receiver in space. Figure 1 depicts the MMS orbits with the GPS orbit.
[3] [4] In September 2016 the four MMS spacecraft formed a 7-km tetrahedron, the closest separation ever of a multi-spacecraft formation. In early 2017 MMS will undergo 32 long maneuvers to raise apogee to 25 earth radii, another test for the Navigator.
Early in the mission MMS experienced a number of reboots of their star trackers. Each spacecraft is equipped with four camera heads and a single processing unit. Early in the mission, following the deployment of the axial booms, it was determined that reflections from one boom blinded the field of view of one camera head. That head was removed from the onboard attitude estimation. The spacecraft spin at 3.05 rpm and the trackers operate in a high rate centroiding mode. The reboots have mostly been caused by high energy particleinduced single event upsets to the FPGA. Two software updates have been developed to improve the performance of the star trackers. The first updated the bright object centroiding function to reduce the number of invalid measurements caused by boom reflections. The second update introduced instrument failure detection which first reloads the FPGA to quickly restore performance of the star tracker following an SEU, and if that fails it causes an autonomous reboot. Since the two software updates three prolonged outages have occurred. One prolonged outage was the result of a possible micrometeoroid hit on MMS4. Most resets now are false positives resulting from earth occultation near perigee, causing the new failure detection to trip. Recently the star trackers appeared to be picking up bright objects near apogee. A check of the line of sight between spacecraft indicates that the star trackers are imaging some of the other spacecraft in the tighter 7km formation (Figure 2 ). Actuators-None of the current SSMO missions have experienced a complete reaction wheel failure. Reaction wheel 3 on LRO stopped for a period of time in 2011. The actual cause could not be determined. An anomaly review team analyzed both a mechanical failure and an electrical failure, but the telemetry was inconclusive to determine precisely the cause of the failure. The wheel was successfully restarted and the control system performance was monitored. Flight software updates have been made to detect a wheel failure and transition the control system to three-wheel operations. Reaction wheel 3 has been performing nominally ever since the anomaly. SSMO missions now routinely trend reaction wheel performance and monitor the reaction wheel drag.
ACE, launched in 1997, provides near-real-time solar wind information over short time periods. When reporting space weather, ACE can provide an advance warning (about one hour) of geomagnetic storms that can overload power grids, disrupt communications on Earth, and present a hazard to astronauts. ACE spins at approximately 5 rpm and has four blow-down fuel tanks split into two pairs, A and B. In 2013 the B tanks reported increased temperatures and by 2015 maneuvers began to underperform by as much as 50%. The cause was determined to be from pressurant escaping into the fuel lines as the two B side tanks emptied. Figure 4 shows the tank temperatures over a seven year period. The fuel lines of the four tanks are interconnected but the pressurant lines are not. This allows the one pair of tanks to have more fuel mass than the other. A detailed study was conducted of ACE thruster performance and fuel distribution ( [5] ), which led to the decision to close the B-side thruster latch valves in March 2015. Since that time the ACE maneuvers have performed nominally. ACE is predicted to have another 10-11 years of fuel remaining.
Power
AIM was launched in 2007 with the primary goal of helping scientists understand whether the ephemeral nature and time variability of noctilucent clouds are related to Earth's changing climate. Early in the mission the spacecraft receiver became unable to achieve subcarrier lock on command signals, forcing the project to develop a method to send commands via Morse code. Due to the greatly diminished commanding capability, improved autonomy was developed to allow the spacecraft and instruments to continue to operate in the new condition. [6] Over time the orbit has precessed, resulting in different beta angle conditions on the spacecraft. With the fixed solar array and the current operational modes, power concerns developed. In late July 2016 an incorrect determination of the eclipse periods by one of the science instruments forced a transition to a contingency mode where instruments are powered off. In September, the spacecraft began the transition back to science mode by entering an intermediate mode developed as part of the Morse code operations. In the intermediate mode the spacecraft is nadir pointing. The duration of time spent in this pointing profile coupled with a higher beta angle and a degraded battery resulted in a power negative state. An undervoltage threshold tripped, turning off heaters, the Z-axis reaction wheel, and the star tracker; in addition to transitioning the spacecraft back into the contingency mode. Reduced loads and a Sun pointing mode caused the battery pressure to increase. AIM uses a pressurebased state of charge calculation to drive the battery charge controller. The increase in the pressure resulted in an increase in the calculation of the state of charge (SOC), which lead to the charge controller placing the battery in a constant trickle charge even though the battery voltage indicated that it was being under charged. A carefully orchestrated increase in the spacecraft load profile was made to drive the pressure down while maintaining adequate battery voltage, which returned the battery to near-nominal activity. The exception being that the SOC was now slightly higher than before, but only by an amount consistent with the battery's degradation. In order to return to a nominal charging profile, variables used in the on board calculation of the state of charge were inflated proportionally to the observed degradation of the battery. With the battery back in the nominal state, changes were made to reduce the time spent in the transitional mode; thereby reducing the probability of reoccurrence. AIM returned to science operations in late October 2016 and continues to monitor the battery performance.
Swift was launched in 2004. Swift was designed to solve the mystery of the origin of gamma-ray bursts, which scientists believe are the birth cries of black holes. By late 2015, Swift had spotted 1000 Gamma Ray Bursts.
[18] Over the mission lifetime, the potentiometers that measure the solar array gimbal angle have become noisier. In 2015, Swift entered a safe mode due to prolonged noise from both potentiometers on the plus Y solar array. The solar array gimbal controller compares the potentiometers to each other and compares each to the estimated gimbal angle from a step counter. The average of the potentiometers is also compared to the estimated angle. When one potentiometer exceeds the estimated angle in magnitude by more than 10 degrees it is discarded (meaning the new average is just from a single potentiometer). When the magnitude of the average of the potentiometers exceeds the estimated angle by 10 degrees for a set period of time, the spacecraft transitions to a safe mode. In order to avoid increased transitions to safe mode due to the increased noise, the threshold for entering safe mode was raised to 15 degrees. In September 2016 the potentiometers exceeded the 15 degree error trip and a command was issued to enter safe mode. However, the solar array gimbal was in the process of rotating when the command was issued to transition to safe. The Swift solar array gimbals do not have the ability to reverse direction in the middle of a slew. The commanded gimbal angle was changed, but the gimbal continued to rotate in the current (wrong) direction the prescribed number of steps to get to what should have been the new gimbal angle. The control system uses the coarse sun sensor data to point the X-axis towards the sun, keeping the instrument boresight 90 degrees from the sun. However, since the estimated gimbal angle was incorrect, in actuality the spacecraft attempted to point the Z-axis towards the sun, which caused the instrument shutter to close to protect the instrument. The solar array safe hold entry has since been disabled, since it is likely that any safehold trip would be a false trigger from the noisy potentiometer signals rather than an actual fault. Other options to prevent the instrument sun constraint violation are currently under consideration.
As mentioned above, it is believed that MMS4 was struck by a micrometeoroid in February 2016. The MMS spacecraft have five shunts comprised of four 180 ohm resistors in parallel. They route excess electrical power generated by the solar arrays. The excess power is dissipated to space through four radiator panels. The micrometeoroid hit took out one of the four resistors on Shunt 2. This caused the overall resistance to increase from 45 to 60 ohms with a 25% loss of shunting capability from Shunt 2, equating to a 5% loss of shunting capability for the entire spacecraft. The power system electronics control design can tolerate the loss of an entire shunt and still achieve linear regulation in its control loop. The strike was picked up by the accelerometer and one of the science instruments, the nutation angle and spin axis underwent small changes, and the star tracker had spikes in the number of bright, non-star objects in the field of view. The boresight of the star tracker is nearly aligned with the normal direction to the radiator panels. The star tracker rebooted after not being able to produce a valid attitude solution for a prolonged period and returned to normal operation. [8] 
MISSION OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENTS
SSMO monitors the performance and operations of all the missions in its portfolio. There are numerous activities underway to improve operations both on the ground and inflight. This section highlights a few of the current activities currently underway in SSMO.
LRO
After the gyro anomalies on STEREO, an effort began to develop a gyroless operating mode for LRO. The flight software can currently compute the angular velocity by differentiating the star tracker quaternions for use in a safe operating mode, but this angular velocity estimate does not meet the science pointing requirements. Testing has begun on a complementary filter method that combines the star tracker differentiated quaternions with a rate estimate based on the PID controller feedback torque. The combined rate estimate would replace the gyro estimate in the onboard Kalman filter. [9] Alternatively, the Kalman filter could be updated to estimate the spacecraft rate in the state, rather than estimating a gyro bias in the state. [10] This approach would require significantly more changes to the current flight software than the complimentary filter, but is an option should the complimentary filter fail to meet the science pointing requirements. If a gyroless approach is successful for LRO, it will then be applied and tested on SDO.
LRO performs more than 20 thruster maneuvers per year to dump excess momentum in the reaction wheels. The maneuvers disrupt the science operations; three instruments have to be safed, and one requires 24 hours of decontamination following a thruster maneuver. An analysis effort has begun to optimize the momentum unloading for LRO. A tool was developed that can predict momentum buildup as a function of the beta angle. A linear regression analysis was performed on a full beta cycle spanning October 2014 through October 2015. The model developed was used to predict angular momentum buildup from October 2013 through October 2014 and has since been used to inform the planning of momentum unloads in 2016. The predictions agree well with telemetry, as depicted for September 2016 in Figure 5 . The higher accuracy angular momentum predictions provided by this tool allow for less frequent momentum unloads. The tool also provides insight as to when the momentum targets can be changed to allow an even longer period between momentum unloads. In addition, the tool quantifies the change in system angular momentum induced by slews frequently performed as part of nominal operations. [17] A preliminary test was conducted in October, 2016 to demonstrate the reduction in angular momentum following three consecutive pairs of 90 degree roll slews. Following the slew test, the time between momentum unloads was the longest to date, 42 days. LRO operations will continue to insert targeted slews for momentum reduction. A Slew Verification Tool (SVT) was also developed for LRO to provide power and thermal predictions for the frequent slew maneuvers. The tool advises the operations team if it is safe to perform a particular slew. If the slew is questionable it provides a warning for the flight operations team to follow up with the power and thermal engineers for a more detailed analysis. The SVT thermal checks rely on calculations of the spacecraft geometry relative to the sun and moon in order to conservatively determine orientations that may be problematic for the instruments. If the model predicts that the instrument deck will be heated too much by either solar irradiance or the lunar surface, it will notify the operations team to investigate further. The SVT power checks take into account characteristics of the battery and the solar array in order to calculate the battery voltage and current. If the voltage drops below pre-defined limits, SVT will notify the operations team. The power calculation incorporates a loadbased safety factor in order to provide a conservative estimate of the battery voltage. Figure 6 shows battery telemetry in red and calculated battery voltage in black. The green and blue soft limits in Figure 6 are based on the aforementioned safety factor. Figure 6 . LRO Slew Verification Tool Battery Voltages (red = telemetry, black = estimated, blue and green = soft limits)
SDO
SDO is the first mission to be launched for NASA's Living With a Star (LWS) Program, a program designed to understand the causes of solar variability and its impacts on earth. SDO is contributing to the understanding of the sun's influence on earth and near-earth space by studying the solar atmosphere on small scales of space and time and in many wavelengths simultaneously. SDO is a sunpointing semi-autonomous spacecraft in a geosynchronous orbit that allows nearly continuous observations of the sun with a continuous science data downlink rate of 130 Megabits per second (Mbps). [11] The attitude control system must accurately point SDO at the sun and keep the roll about the sun correctly positioned with respect to the solar north pole. SDO is equipped with coarse sun sensors, a digital sun sensor, two star trackers, and three two-axis inertial reference units.
In the fine-pointing mode, an instrument guide telescope is used to provide the required 2-arcsec (3σ) accuracy. [12] The IRUs are temperature sensitive and were designed to operate in a stable thermal environment. However, the operation of the heaters produces a large amplitude, highfrequency transient in the battery. Early in the mission the decision was made to operate the IRUs without the heaters in order to preserve battery life. In late 2010, the current began to increase on IRU1, and in 2013 a decision was made to take IRU1 out of the control loop and eventually power it off. In 2015 the current started to increase on IRU2. The IRUs were intended to operate at approximately 70 degrees C, but were instead operated between 26 and 32 degrees. Late in 2015 a test was conducted to evaluate the impact of turning on the IRU heaters over a two week period. The noise in the IRU measurements dropped and the estimated biases stabilized. The IRU currents also dropped. [13] Simultaneously, the Global Precipitation Mission was conducting a ground test of their battery (same battery as SDO) to determine the effects of micro-cycling the battery. The results indicated that after a year of running the highfrequency load the battery degradation was negligible. [14] In September 2016 a decision was made to turn on the SDO IRU heaters. As with the test in late 2015, the IRU currents dropped, the measurement noise decreased, and the biases stabilized. Figure 7 shows the transition in biases in all three body axes. The SDO instruments also noticed an improved response due to the improved pointing accuracy. Figure 8 shows one of the instrument stabilization responses when the IRU heaters were turned on. The battery performance will continue to be monitored on SDO. 
Fermi
Fermi has a 2-arcsec (1σ) pointing knowledge requirement, a 2-degree (1σ) pointing control requirement, and a requirement to slew 75 degrees in less than 10 minutes. Fermi is equipped with 3 star trackers (one is a cold spare), a block redundant IMU, four reaction wheels, coarse sun sensors, magnetometers, thrusters, magnetic torque rods, and a GPS receiver. The reaction wheels have been trended throughout the mission life, however sufficient statistics were not available to determine current performance as compared to the life of the mission. A tool was developed for the mission operations team that now produces the drag torque estimates over both the current week and the life of the mission over the operating wheel speeds. In addition the drag torques over the life of the mission are plotted at wheel speeds ranging from ±250 rpm to ±1000 rpm. Figures 9 and 10 show the evolution of the drag torque over the life of the mission at ± 250 rpm. 
Data Delivery
SSMO developed a multi-spacecraft data archive, access, trending and analysis tool that supports a large variety of NASA missions. It provides a single point system as a means for engineers to easily access and view mission data. Users can generate trending products, plots, reports, and export data to tools such as Excel and Matlab. However, as the number of missions and volume of data grew, the platform for hosting the data became too limited and the user interface cumbersome. In 2015 a new system, known as Telemetry as a Service, was developed. The service leverages open source software, standards, specifications, and architectures, utilizes modern web browsers, virtualizations and cloud services. The telemetry is now hosted on Amazon Web Services Gov Cloud and the user interface has been streamlined to easily search for mnemonics, even across multiple missions. [19] It will serve as a valuable resource in data evaluation and trending.
SUMMARY
The NASA GSFC Space Science Mission Operations manages and operates a diverse fleet of spacecraft. The spacecraft range in age from the recent launch of OSIRIS-REx in September 2016 to over 20 years for SOHO and Wind. The spacecraft vary in size, orbital regime, control mode, number of instruments, and ground system complexity. This paper highlighted a number of the systems engineering challenges and operational improvements that are underway in SSMO. The spacecraft continue to provide exciting scientific observations and discoveries of the Sun, Moon, Mars, Black Holes, and soon an asteroid when OSIRIS-REx reaches Bennu.
